Communication (2-3)

INFORMATION
- show
- explain
- admit
- warning
- fact
- example
- language
- test
- lessons
- direction
- instructions
- record
- information

EMOTIONAL ACTIONS
- trust
- care
- enjoy
- miss
- prefer
- value

BETWEEN PEOPLE
- communication
- conversation
- response
- replied
- repeated
- blame
- fault
- reason
- excuse
- proved
- questions
- pretend
- dare
- promised
- contact
- whisper
- matter
- manner

POWER & PERMISSION
- control
- allowed
- demand
- denied
- obey
- agreed

MENTAL ACTIONS
- wonder
- believe
- plan
- decided
- remember
- admired
- imagine
- accepted
- understand

MENTAL EXPERIENCES
- idea
- memory
- interest
- attitude
- faith
- prayer
- trick
- mystery
- clue
- seemed
- disappointed

COURTESY
- greeted
- invited
- offered
- welcome
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Communication (2-3)
Word-family map

- question
  - questioned
  - questioning
  - questionable
  - questionably
  - questionnaire
  - frequently asked questions
  - unquestionable
  - unquestionably
Communication (2-3)
Word-family map

- agrees
- agreed
- agreeing

- disagree
- disagrees
- disagreed
- disagreeing
- disagreement
- disagreeable

- agree

- agreement
- agreeable
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His puppets also appeared on weekly television **shows**. In 1969 Henson helped make a new **show** called **Sesame Street**. (Jim Henson)

A peacock can **show** off its tail. That way, everyone can see it. (**Who has a tail?**)

"**Show** us your prizes," said Dot. "**Bill**, **show** your prize first." (**Which prize will it be?**)

One day the ballet teacher said, we will have a **show**. It will be **Peter Pan**. We will put on the **show** for two nights. (**Wishes**)

**show**

- a TV, radio, or Internet program (n)
- a live performance of music, comedy, or other entertainment (n)

**to present something so someone can see it** (v)
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In 1946, Mahalia's first **record** was released. She would go on to become the most famous gospel singer in the world... *(Mahalia Jackson)*

**record**

- a plastic disc that plays music *(n)*, or the collection of songs on the disc *(n)*
- the best result that has ever been achieved at an activity *(n)*

Orchestrations were used **to record** the music for the films. *(Film music)*

- Some people **record** the kind of litter they find on beaches. Their notes are evidence telling us where the litter is coming from. *(What belongs on a beach)*
- Now she holds the American and women's **record** for the longest stay in space, and she received the Congressional Space Medal of Honor from President Clinton. *(Shannon Lucid)*